
PHASE 1: Exploring the design space
Workshops

Four workshops were executed, involving 39 citizens in 
total. Citizens discussed and co-designed prototypes 
ranging from paper-based interventions to a 
location-based mobile game that participants could play. 
The workshops resulted in eight initial guidelines on how 
to design information sharing interventions. For example,  
appropriate locations to share information are places 
where many citizens frequent. Further, citizens want to 
learn about activities, other neighbours and the history of 
their neighbourhood. The physical surroundings can be 
used to enable the first interaction between citizens and 
the information sharing intervention.

The workshops indicated a design paradox: citizens want 
to explore areas already familiar to them, and learn 
something new about those. A design challenge, 
therefore, is to balance information sharing and 
storytelling in such a way, that it includes new information 
but relates to the daily lives of citizens.
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A possible application with which citizens can share location-based information

PHASE 2: Existing storytelling initiatives
Observations and interviews

Two citizen initiatives that foster information sharing and 
storytelling between citizens were found: Tegelweetjes 
and Haags Verhaal. Tegelweetjes installed 50 QR codes 
on tiles and upon scanning, information and stories are 
displayed about the location of the QR code. Haags 
Verhaal organises monthly meetings throughout The 
Hague and brings together two different communities to 
share their stories and reflect on those. 

Emergent behaviour and changes in mindset of citizens 
participating in storytelling evenings was observed at 
Haags Verhaal. Citizens self-organise follow-up meetings 
or start thinking of new projects without the involvement of 
Haags Verhaal. Therefore, Haags Verhaal enables citizen 
communities to expand their horizontal and vertical social 
network in the city and to increase its value. 

Citizens exploring design options in a workshop setting
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The presented research is an on-going PhD project 
which aims to explore guidelines to create 
interventions that support local information 
sharing between citizens. Identifying the matter of 
concern is found to be essential to bring citizens 
together. In terms of information and story sharing 
this needs to be related to discovering new things 
about the neighbourhood. Participatory design 
methods need to be applied in this kind of research 
to understand how these quite abstract terms can be 
made concrete for specific neighbourhoods. This 
also means that professional actors, such as civil 
servants, need to engage with citizens on a very 
local level, to acquire a specific understanding of 
the context and what is needed there to engage the 
community. In the research still to be come virtual 
workshops will be organised (due to the current 
covid-19 measures) aiming to generate further 
insights on how interventions can be co-designed, 
and what elements information sharing interventions 
need in order to be successful in specific contexts. 


